Elongation cutoff technique: low-order scaling SCF method.
The elongation cutoff technique at restricted Hartree-Fock (HF) level of theory in conventional type of calculations, i.e., with two electron integrals (TEI) stored on a disc, is presented for two model systems. It is demonstrated that the number of TEI in the elongation cutoff calculations increases linearly with the system size thus, allowing to extend the conventional type of calculations to bigger systems. The step CPU (central processing unit) time in the elongation cutoff calculations is much lower than in the HF reference calculations. Such behavior reduces significantly the prefactor in the quadratic scaling relation. The total CPU time in the elongation calculation is about 40% lower than in the conventional HF calculations or comparable to direct type of calculations with the quantum fast multipoles method employed. It is shown that by introducing the interaction radius one can obtain linear scaling in the SCF calculations. Figure: The structure of density matrix and total CPU timings for polyglycine clusters in the elongation cutoff calculations.